
Club DAO
Incubator
Program:
What you
need to know 





This is more than just 
an incubator for start-ups. 

By giving our international legal
infrastructure and DAO technology to
impact projects that serve Club DAO’s
intentions, we can collectively build a
transparent economy in service to the
planet and the people, and give back
to the community that built it, without

feeding the old machine. 

This is an incubator for the new
paradigm; the conscious economy!
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The Universe Ministry (FBO) can create
an infinite number of PMA’s, which are
for-prosperity tax exempt structures

perpetually fuelling The Universe 
to fulfill its intentions. 

An anchor DAO can create an infinite
number of DAO’s, and serves as the

governance, membership and
operating tool. 

PMA’s are the 
legal wrapper to the DAO. 
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ACTIVATE

PMA x ATTRACTS DONOR
$ 100,000

GIVES
CAPEX, OPEX,
EXPENSES++ 

REINVEST
RETURN

3 YEARS

WITHDRAW

PMA
$10,000,000

DONOR PMA
$1,000,000

FEES  (EG. 20% ON RETURNS
OVER 2X WITHIN 3 YEARS)

FEES 1-10%

By activating a PMA and DAO, you are
contributing to the development of the

conscious economy. 

Your success is what fuels The Universe, 
so we are motivated to support you 

in every way we can. 



We unite the soul family and light
leaders in Bali every April, to develop
relationships, realise our place in the
collective mission, grow the network
of PMA’s and DAO’s, as well as uplift

and support each other in the
fulfilment of dharma. 

We invite you to leverage this
container, expand your network, host

meetings on site, participate in
programming that’s relevant to you,

and unlock new levels of creativity  

This is the conscious WEF. 



For large scale international
organizations and ecosystems. 

For dragons; trillion 
dollar companies. 

For Government Officials 
and Royal Family members. 

For start-ups and 
impact entrepreneurs. 

For all those with dharma walking
this path in service to The Universe.



Book now to secure 
your early-bird rate.

Limited accommodation at PARQ
and Eden | Booking on a first come

first serve basis. 

For more information join our
community call, every Wednesday 

8AM NY | 2PM IBIZA | 9PM BALI

Add to calendar

https://members.daouniverse.club/
https://members.daouniverse.club/
https://members.daouniverse.club/
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/render?cid=c_f68dfabb327950e0247154ce6b0395a748d2744c1bf96e7004f896e538518f54@group.calendar.google.com

